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Criticism isn't the problem, no matter how much it hurts. The problem is 

our defensiveness in the face of criticism. We may be criticized, but criticism 

has only the power we give it. If we become defensive, lashing out against 

those who criticize us, we've lost the battle. I've discovered over the years 

that when we develop the ability to accept criticism, even that which we think 

is unfair, and react with a sense of respect and care toward the critic, it has 

the power to reduce the sting of the criticism. 

[i±lJj!j, : Standis, N. G. (2007). Humble Leadership: Being Radically Open to God's Guidance and 

Grace. Alban Inst 1::1;-::5 < ] 
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One of the most famous and successful American filmmakers, Cecil B. 

DeMille left behind 70 movies at his death in 1959. He also left a strange 

remark in a book about his life. Imagining that scientists a thousand years in 

the future might dig beneath the sands of Guadalupe, California, he wrote, "I 

hope they will not believe that ancient Egyptian civilization went all the way to 

the Pacific Coast." 

When a film school graduate named Peter Brosnan heard about this 

remark in 1982, he had an idea what it might mean. One of DeMille's most 

famous works was his 1923 silent film The Ten Commandments, which told the 

Bible story of Moses freeing the Jewish people from slavery in ancient Egypt. 
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To capture the look of Egypt, DeMille had built a fake Egyptian city in hills of 

sand along the California coast. Could the city still be there, Brosnan 

wondered, buried under the sand? 

It seemed impossible to believe, SInce The Ten Commandments had the 

largest movie set ever built at the time. In the 1920s no one could even dream 

of CG or other special effects, so DeMille used thousands of workers to build 

his City of the Pharaoh. With 11, 000 kilograms of nails and 270, 000 kilograms 

of plaster, they made a huge temple, a city wall 37 meters tall, twelve plaster 

sphinxes, and four statues of the Egyptian king that weighed 36, 000 kilograms 

each. When the filming was finished the set was too heavy to move, and 

DeMille was afraid to just leave it there: the production had almost left his film 

company in financial ruin, making him afraid another company would use the 

set to film a cheaper Egypt movie that would harm his profits. So he ordered 

the set broken down and buried in the sand. Luckily for him, scientists had 

discovered the tomb of the Egyptian king Tutankhamun the year before The 

Ten Commandments was released, and the resulting public interest in ancient 

Egypt made DeMille's film one of the biggest hits of 1923. But the destroyed 

and buried movie set was quickly forgotten. 

Brosnan immediately thought that finding and digging up the set would 

make a fascinating movie in its own right - if the lost city was really there. 

He went to California and hired a Guadalupe cowboy to show him around. As 

it happened, unusually stormy weather had shifted the sand hills, revealing 

parts of statues sticking out of the sand. 

Brosnan had guessed right. But what he didn't expect was how difficult 

his own movie would be to make. Investors weren't interested in the project 

until 1990, when he got enough money to bring in an archaeologist, whose 

radar study confirmed the existence of the entire buried film set. Suddenly the 

same studio that had produced The Ten Commandments wanted to finance 

Brosnan's movie - until the local government refused permission to disturb the 
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site, which was part of a wildlife park. Investors lost interest again, and it 

wasn't until 2012 that Brosnan and a scientific team began to dig up the 

statues and temple walls. The Lost City of Cecil B. DeMille was finally released 

to theaters in 2016, nearly a hundred years after the movie that inspired it. 

It might seem strange to see archaeologists treating film-set objects with 

the scientific care used in the study of Tutankhamun's tomb. But movie set 

design is an important part of our cultural history, one that is fast 

disappearing as more film effects are made with computers. Indeed, it is the 

way that the statues and details of DeMille's set differ from real Egyptian art 

that makes them so interesting and deserve equally careful treatment. They 

were designed by the French illustrator Paul Iribe, a leader of an artistic style 

of the early 20th century that was influenced by classical Greek sculpture-

and even by Japanese painting. However it may appear at first glance, 

DeMille's lost city reveals less about ancient Egypt than about the moviegoing 

public of 1923, a time also quickly disappearing into the past. 

-tt~.:."5 

plaster E. 
archaeologist ~tl¥~ 

11. Cecil B. DeMille believed that all scientists would be interested in his work 

long after he was dead. 

12. For The Ten Commandments DeMille wrote an entirely original story, 

which was why he needed to build his own city where he could film it. 

13. In filming his fake city, DeMille used special effects that other directors 

could not even dream of. 
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14. DeMille ordered the set broken down and buried in order to protect his 

investment. 

15. DeMille decided to make The Ten Commandments to take advantage of 

popular interest in ancient Egypt. 

16. Peter Brosnan wanted to dig up the set in order to film his own version of 

the Bible story of Moses. 

17. Investors were not interested in making Brosnan's movie until it became 

clear that DeMille's movie set was really there under the sand. 

18. Thirty-four years after he got the idea for it, Brosnan's movie was finally 

shown to the public. 

19. Archaeologists treated the ruins of DeMille's movie set with care for the 

same reason that they were careful with objects that actually came from 

ancient Egypt. 

20. In the details of DeMille's movie set can be seen the influence of Greek 

and Japanese art on the ancient world. 
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(a) The research revealed that habits 

behaviors on any given day. 

1. account for 

3. are consisting 

about 40 percent of our 

2. constitute of 

4. are represented 

(b) The famous artist was forced to leave his home country, never 

again. 

1. return 2. to be returned 

3. seeing 4. to be seen 

(c) Many of the problems in the world are caused by the so-called economic 

between the haves and the have-nots. 

1. divide 2. dividing 3. divided 4. to divide 

(d) No person can be said to have created that cultural phenomenon. 

1. matter 2. single 3. longer 4. doubt 

(e) If my girlfriend to leave me, my life would be completely empty. 

1. want 2. used 3. ready 4. were 

(f) The first game resembling baseball 

in 1846. 

1. as 2. where 
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we know it today, was played 

3. that 4. what 
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(g) Studies show that many positive changes 

after physical exercise. 

in the body during and 

1. happen 2. happening 

3. to happen 4. being happening 

(11) The website shows us education is like in European countries. 

1. who 2. how 3. what 4. the way 
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A too B too 

(a) per-spec-tive 1. ef -fi-cient 2. pro-f es-sion-al 

3. per-ceive 4. re-li-gious 

(b) con-fu-sion 1. ec-o-nom-ics 2. rou-tine 

3. u-ni-ver-si-ty 4. dis-tri-bu-tion 

(c) prim-i-tive 1. sac-ri-fice 2. ap-pro-pri-ate 

3. in-di-cate 4. ver-ti-cal 

(d) des-per-ate l. sug-ges-tion 2. par-tic-u-Iar-Iy 

3. an-cient 4. av-er-age 

(e) or-ches-tra 1. short-age 2. no-where 

3. de-pres-sion 4. oc-ca-sion-al-Iy 

( f) plat-form 1. e-nor-mous 2. oth-er-wise 

3. wan-der 4. pas-sen-ger 
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Of ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) have done, what are you most 

( e ) ( f )? 

1. you 

5. proud 

2. pride 

6. the 

3. of 

7. all 

B. ~~~£~~a-C~o~.~gCO~~gcft~l<n~o 

4. things 

The teacher ( a ) ( b ) that any number ( c ) ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) zero. 

1. makes 

5. became 

2. by 

6. zero 

3. us 

7. multiplied 

c. £n(~ £1J1HT~ G J:: 5 ;Ij!, fL~;t,*1Tt:::~~t<H'l0 

4. taught 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) travel, I never ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) it. 

1. sick 2. 3. how 4. however 

5. of 6. get 7. much 

D. ~&M1l~;f, .:cO)T-A~;t{1IM19gJj~jZ!J:J-;lj!r'i>l*g-cGJ: 50 

A victory tonight will ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) position 

( e ) ( f ) the championship. 

1. a strong 

5. m 

2. win 

6. put 
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3. the team 

7. is 

4. to 
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Sometimes called "wait time," the attentive silence of a teacher after a 

child's comment might better be called "thinking time." Research shows that 

extending thinking time is positively related to more student talk and more 

"higher order" thinking. When a teacher waits, the message is something like, 

"I am interested in what you have to say," which positions the child as having 

authority. Thinking time also offers respect. When a teacher waits for a child 

to figure something out or self-correct a mistake, it conveys the message that 

she expects the child to be able to do that. Failure to wait conveys the 

opposite message. 

[ttlJll! : Johnston, P. H. (2004). Choice Words: How Our Language Affects Children's Learning. 

Stenhouse Publishers t=£-:J < J 

(n J ~O)~)(O)~ffl( A ) ~ ( F ) ~JI~Qo)f:~:tm~i'~t~:tO)~rO) 1 ~ 9 
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A few hundred years ago, people with big dreams traveled across the 

ocean to a vast, open territory called "Canada." Adventurous French and 

English settlers were in fact the first Europeans to explore the land and build 

colonies. Of course they soon met the original inhabitants of Canada who had 

occupied it for centuries - peoples we today call "First Nations." Contact 

between Europeans and natives of Canada ( A ), but there are also stories 

to be told of positive relationships that developed among them. 

A people known as the Metis, for example, came into existence during this 

time period. French and Scottish fur traders, who had gotten to know many 

First Nations men in their work, were attracted to their sisters and daughters. 
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The resulting marriages between the two groups, in time, produced a new, 

distinct culture. By mixing together the mother tongues of their original 

parents, the Metis ( B ) language called "Michif." With regard to dress, 

typically the men would wear European clothes while women maintained the 

styles of First Nations women. A mixed race normally suffers discrimination, 

which was true in the case of the Metis; however, many also became 

successful in business due to their knowledge of two or more languages and 

C ) First Nations and Europeans. 

By 1869, a large number of Metis communities could be found in central 

Canada, especially in the rich farming region along the Red River. 

Unfortunately, serious problems began for the Metis that year when the 

government started taking away their rights. Some powerful politicians, 

D ) about the land the Metis owned. It was a clever strategy to keep 

them under their control. The Metis were seen as a threat to the image they 

had of what Canada ought to be - a nation ruled by one dominant race, not 

many. The Metis had to choose whether to stand up and assert their right to 

own the land, or give in to the pressure of a powerful government. 

At this point in Canada's history, a man named Louis Riel stepped forward 

and became a hero in the eyes of many, though a rebel to others. A Metis by 

birth, Riel was E), which he first did by appealing through peaceful, 

political means. But when no progress was being made and the situation grew 

worse, armed conflicts began. The struggle between the Metis and the 

Canadian government continued until a battle in 1885 resulted in the Metis' 

loss and Riel's capture. He was found guilty at the trial, and executed by 

hanging that same year. 

Since those days there has been a tremendous amount of change in 

Canadian society. It is now considered a place where ( F ) by law. Some 

Canadians, greatly disturbed by the sad story of Louis Riel, have tried to force 

the government to officially admit its guilt. Other Metis supporters feel 
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differently about the issue, claiming no form of apology would ever be 

sufficient to clear the Canadian government of its guilt. A well-known Metis 

lawyer and teacher named Paul Chartrand has said, "The hanging of Louis Riel 

is a stain on the honor of Canada, and I say let the stain remain." 

B: fur =§&: 

stain if] ,¢,( 

1. willing to discuss the matter further, but had little interest 

2. often led to quarrels and clashes 

3. an army commander trained for war 

4. all minority groups are well protected 

5. developed a unique 

6. their understanding of subtle cultural differences between 

7. took place over a period of a bout fifty years 

8. devoted to fighting for his people's rights 

9. filled with racial prejudice, devised a plan to change laws 
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(a) Never let your disappointment prevent you continuing to work hard. 

4. from 1. for 2. to 3. in 

(b) Members of the group spent a huge amount of time but ___ progress 

was made. 

1. many 2. few 3. little 4. not 

(c) My elder sister is supposed to be watching me, but is watching TV 

1. instead 2. in replace 3. other way 4. after 

(d) One of the most languages in the world is English. 

1. wide using 2. widely using 3. wide users 4. widely used 

(e) The new test needs to all these various factors into consideration. 

1. think about 2. take 

(f) I liked him mostly because of 

1. which 

3. the way 

(g) Money earned by unlawful means 

1. knows 

3. know themselves 

3. analyze 4. discuss 

he talked about his little brother. 

2. what 

4. no matter how 

as "black money." 

2. is known 

4. to know 

(h) "For here or ?" is a typical question asked at an American fast food 

restaurant. 

1. to go 2. go away 3. over there 4. go outside 
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(a) d.!::pth 

1. feature 2. creature 3. plead 

4. fever 5. spread 

(b) charm 

1. mechanism 2. handkerchief 3. chorus 

4. echo 5. headache 

(c) thief 

1. thorough 2. smooth 3. other 

4. though 5. northern 

(d) comp£nent 

1. smoke 2. c£llege 3. resort -
4. once 5. p£sitive -

(e) str~nger 

1. s~pper 2. t£ngue 3. scatter 

4. favorite 5. im~gine 

(f) recent 

1. cause 2. resist 3. resemble - -
4. disease 5. loose - -
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It is a) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) that can accurately measure 

and ( e ) ( f ). 

1. equipment 

5. acquire 

2. analysis 

6. to 

3. samples 

7. analyze 

4. critical 

B. ::.O)~t::IJO)ogFJT~~T@];;'i=fd:, ::.0)7f-1 ~/'Y:7~;z~tlf;f+71-r9a 

This guidebook is ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) to visit the ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. all 2. here 3. you 4. sights 

5. need 6. enough 7. around 

c. .:c0)~~1 f= fd: te t:::1J7J1P v ~ eta 't is 01u, te td: V ~ C: V ~ :> '¥ 't ~;;, it C a 

I ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the meeting, though you can ( d 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. to 

5. choose 

2. should 

6. attend 

3. not 

7. you 

4. recommend 

D. :7 v V 'Y r-:h - ~7JI~;ztd: V l ::. C: 7JIV7Jl"J T v~t:: G, 't"J C: t:: < ~ IuIJl~~ 
r~"J T~t::lut~it ctd:a 

If I had known that ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) credit cards, I ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) a lot more cash with me. 

1. used 

5. don't 

2. they 

6. brought 
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3. would 

7. have 

4. accept 
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a b 
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Within the mystery type of detective story some elements are fairly 

consistent. A mystery detective story usually contains a detective of some 

kind, an unsolved mystery (not always technically a crime) , and an 

investigation by which the mystery is eventually solved. There is another 

component, however, that may be present in varying degrees, or may not be 

present at all. This is the so-called 'puzzle element': the presentation of the 

mystery as a problem for the reader to solve. 

[t±lJl4 : Rzepka, c.]. (2005). Detective Fiction. Polity Press r:£-::5 < ] 

(n J *O)~XO)'*'~ ci't3&9'.Q t 0) ~ ~O) 11 ~ 200) rpj'j> G 1I9-::::>~lf, ..:c0)jj:~~ 

~2A it eto 

Phillis Wheateley was born in West Africa. When she was seven or eight 

years old, Phillis was kidnapped and brought to the New England colonies in 

North America. In August 1761, John Wheateley, a wealthy businessman, 

bought her to serve his wife, Susannah. John and Susannah named the young 

girl Phillis, after the ship that had brought her to America. 

The Wheateley family had unusual beliefs for the times. Both John and 

Susannah were educated people, and Susannah believed that all human beings 

could learn if given the chance. She also believed that all people, of any skin 

color, should love and respect each other. The Wheateleys treated Phillis more 

as a daughter than as a slave and soon recognized Phillis's intelligence and 

desire to learn. One day, Phillis was found writing on the wall with a piece of 

coal. She was copying the letters from the cover of a book. Seeing her writing 
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on the wall, the Wheateley family's daughter, Mary, promised that she would 

teach her to write - on paper, not on walls. 

In the eighteenth century, it was a crime to teach a slave to read and 

write in the Southern colonies. In the Northern colonies, however, restrictions 

against this education were not as severe as they were in the South. Many of 

the slaves in New England and other parts of the North were even urged to 

learn to read, especially the Bible. Many people thought that slaves should 

read the Bible so they could become better believers of the Christian religion. 

Mary Wheateley began to teach Phillis to read and write English. She also 

taught Phillis the Christian religion. Phillis learned quickly. While teaching 

Phillis to read, Mary introduced her to writings from other countries. Phillis 

read works such as Greek and English poems and plays. 

Phillis was about twelve years old when she began to write poetry. One of 

her earliest poems was about her religious faith. She wrote mostly about 

religion and morals. Many of her poems were created at the request of friends 

of the Wheatleys to honor a family member who had died. 

Phillis had an unusual life for a slave. Mr. and Mrs. Wheatley had 

stopped having Phillis do housecleaning jobs. They made sure Phillis had time 

to study. But Phillis was not permitted to make friends with uneducated 

slaves. So she remained separate from both white and black worlds. While 

she was considered above the other black slaves, she was never considered an 

equal of white slave owners. 

In 1773, Phillis travelled to London and gave poetry readings there. She 

was about twenty years old. The writings of the young slave from Africa 

surprised everyone. It was in London where Phillis's book, which contained 

thirty-eight of her poems, was published in the same year. It was the first 

published book written by a black person in America, and it was only the 

second one written by an American woman. The book sold very well in London 

and later in America. 
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Phillis stayed with the Wheateley family even after she became famous. 

When Mr. Wheatley died in March 1774, Phillis wrote that she had lost a 

friend and parent. She took care of Susannah during her long final sickness. 

After Susannah's death, Phillis was freed by the Wheatley family, but her 

life became more difficult. Her marriage was an unhappy one, and she never 

had a chance to publish another book although she strongly hoped to. 

However, Phillis Wheatley left her mark on history as the very first African

American poet. 

i± kidnap aJH3j9 Q 

[tl:\J1I\ : Phillis Wheatley. Leading Authors & Writers 2. Oldiees Publishing (2015) 1:1;:5 < ] 
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11. Phillis Wheateley was caught in New England and sold to a wealthy person 

when she was not even ten years old. 

12. It did not take the Wheateley family very long to discover that Phillis was 

a smart girl who was eager to learn. 

l3. In eighteenth-century America, there was very little difference in the ways 

slaves were treated in the Southern and Northern colonies. 

14. Mary Wheateley taught Phillis how to read using writings from various 

countries. 

15. When she was about twelve years old, Phillis started to send her poems to 

her close slave friends when they lost their family members. 

16. Phillis was treated differently from other slaves by the Wheateleys, but 

she kept a good relationship with other slaves in the house. 

17. Phillis's poems were received positively in London. 

18. Before Phillis's book was published in London in 1773, there was only one 

American woman who had published a book. 

19. When Phillis became famous, Mr. and Mrs. Wheateley made her live 

alone. 

20. Although Phillis had been famous as the first African-American poet, her 

name was totally forgotten after her death. 
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(a) Bob cannot get a job ( ). 

1. in spite of his efforts 2. instead of his efforts 

3. in fact of his efforts 4. in need of his efforts 

(b) Mike cannot play the piano, ) the violin. 

I. not mention 2. not speaking of 

3. let alone 4. needless to say 

(e) Sally spoke ill of me even though I had ( ) many times before. 

1. stood down with her 

3. stood down for her 

2. stood at her 

4. stood up for her 

(d) Mike was about to give up learning Japanese, but he still ( ) . 

1. was remaining to study 

3. was keeping to study 

2. continues to study 

4. keeps to study 

(e) If you want to buy something you need, you should ) some money. 

1. put along 2. put aside 

3. put ahead 4. put over 

(fl ) I go to the library, I start feeling sleepy there. 

1. No matter time 2. By the time since 

3. No matter when 4. The timing 
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(g) We got there ahead of time ( 

1. so that we could catch 

3. if we had caught 

) the earlier train. 

2. unless we had caught 

4. except that we could catch 

(11) The school sports event will be held, ( ) . 

1. weather if permits 2. weather will permit 

3. weather to permit 4. weather permitting 
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(IV) ~(J)(a)-(f)~::t3v~L. -F*~$(J)~{fi,)!~tl:H.I~c~l;:b(J)~ 1 - 4 (J)r:f:li,)H:;

J~rt. ~(J)*~~~[tA it J::o 

(a) focus 

1. above 2. comb 3. wonder 4. comfortable 

(b) towel 

1. bowl 2. blow 3. cow 4. gr~ 

(c) knight 

1. marine 2. ambitious 3. climate 4. intimate 

(d) search 

1. nerve 2. share 3. affair 4. fair 

(e) smell 

1. break 2. season 3. repeat 4. feather 

(f) climb 

1. su£ject 2. cab 3. lamb 4. absent 
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(V] ;9\(7) B*X(7)~,*~{~xG~ '5 ~:~X(7) ( a ) - ( f ) (7)~jM~ 1 - 7 (7) 

m ('P]) l:j:f~ . ..'f(7)*i%~~2A it ~o td:S. ~vtd:v~m ('P]) tMHo~~:-J-rJ3!) 

Go 

A. 1Bl:to~) 6 (7)~~l: J-- x A f;t~ G /'\, ~m~;6! Jt;, G ::: C ~ J.tt v ~ tI:\ J..., t::.o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) Thomas that he had his ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. do 

5. reminded 

A lot of useful 

2. her 

6. call 

knowledge 

observation of the world ( e ) ( 

1. you 2. get 

5. is 6. careful 

( a 

f 

3. homework 

7. to 

) ( b ) 

) . 

3. by 

7. around 

4. remembered 

( c ) ( d ) 

4. gained 

C. 1Blf;t~~J!!~l:;6)td: ~ A E-I-':;t-!\-~ VL.~mffVLv~t::.o 

He was driving ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the speed ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. at 2. the highway 3. over 4. limit 

5. against 6. well 7. on 

D. :::(7)J'G:t~~~T<7)l:td:~ttHf. v~< 6;6)S~~~VL:tv~v~l:T ~o 

I do not ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) some money if you do not ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) of it. 

1. lending 

5. you 

2. make 

6. ask 

-8-

3. mind 

7. a 

4. habit 
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Many people don't start on the path to reaching their goals in life because 

they are afraid of failure. Failure is an important part of success and few 

people have ever succeeded at anything without first failing several times. 

Winners are not people who never fail. Winners are people who never quit. If 

you give up too soon, you'll never know what you missed. Any mistake you 

make simply helps you to learn the right way to make something work. A 

boxer doesn't lose the match because he gets knocked down; he only loses if he 

doesn't get back up. 

(l±l!1l! : Pease, A. and Pease, B. (2016). The Answer: How to Take Charge 0/ Your Life and 

Become the Person You Want to Be. Seven Dials t::I;-::5<) 

cn] ~O)~)(O)~Pfi( A )~( F )~:tI~GO),:~:t~lmt~:t0)~ro)l~9 

O)r:j:rj'j) G~tt, .:c0)*ij-~~2A it J:o 

Responsibility is one of the proofs of maturity. We've encouraged it in our 

children since they were little, and we've helped their developing sense of 

responsibility with every passing year. Now that they're teenagers, we want 

them to develop an inner sense of responsibility ( A ) what's needed and 

what's appropriate in any situation, according to their own set of values. And 

we want them to choose to do what's right even when it's inconvenient or hard 

for them to do so. 

As young people mature, their sense of responsibility informs a wide range 

of behaviors, from how they handle money ( B ) . Often, as they begin to 

show greater responsibility, they also gain greater freedom and privileges. 

"Yes, you can take the car, if you pick up your sister at her girlfriend's 
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house - at four o'clock sharp!" "Yes, we can get a dog - but you must help 

feed, walk, and clean up after him." Their sense of responsibility will influence 

whether their day-to-day lives flow smoothly or swing from one crisis to 

another. 

Our teenagers have to learn that being responsible means seeing things 

through from start to finish, especially when others are relying on them. They 

may be slow to realize that their actions affect others, or that others depend 

upon them. Participating in group projects at school and team sports are a 

couple of ways they have the chance to work together with others toward goals 

that are greater than just meeting their own individual desires. Group 

participation teaches young people to be responsible for ( C ). 

Because we want our teenagers to develop the inner moral principle that is 

an essential part of being a responsible person, we have to ask whether we 

ourselves are providing them with a model of moral principle by living up to 

this standard. After all, how many adults consistently behave in ways 

o ) - both to themselves and toward others? 

We can't force our teenagers to be responsible by merely telling them to 

be responsible. That internal need to be responsible has to arise from within 

them. It has to feel right to them. When faced with a difficult decision, 

( E ) to think and act with moral principle is more likely to think, "This is 

the way we do things in our family," and then to draw the strength to do 

what's right from that inner knowledge. 

As our teenagers progress through adolescence, they will increasingly 

need to rely on themselves, often without our ever knowing the details of what 

they're up to. The more their sense of responsibility is internal, self-directed, 

and independent of parents, other authorities, or even their friends, ( F ) . 

A strong sense of self may in turn lead to increased ability to work with others 

and to know when to ask for advice, guidance, support, or information. 
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tt maturity pjz~~ 

adolescence }!I)~M 

Uf:lJ!!! : Nolte, D. L. and Harris, R. (2002). Teenagers Learn What They Live: Parenting to 

Inspire Integrity and Independence. Workman Publishing 1:1;:5 <) 

1. one another as well as for themselves 

2. that are truly responsible 

3. controlling them is the next step to 

4. the more self-confident they will be 

5. so that they can do 

6. to how they handle their personal relationships 

7. they have to keep on working 

8. a child who has been raised 

9. they came up with a plan 
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(a) After ( 

1. making 

3. doing 

some work on our project, let's go see a movie. 

2. giving 

(b) Do you smell something ( 

1. burns 

3. has burned 

4. putting 

) over there? 

2. burning 

4. be burned 

(c) It is a very cheap restaurant and the food is ( ) good. 

1. more 2. terrible 

3. surprising 4. extremely 

(d) It was very generous 

New York. 

) to offer to buy us dinner while we were in 

1. for she 

3. of her 

2. to she 

4. in her 

(e) You must remember the fact ( 

1. that you owe 

) her a lot. 

2. you owing 

4. to you owe 3. which owe you 

(f) I hope you ( 

I. give off 

3. surprised at 

) maintaining a healthy balance in life. 

2. consisting of 

4. succeed in 
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(g) The ( ) you use, the higher your bill will be. 

1. much electricity 

3. more electricity 

(h) Mike has been sick, but now he ( 

1. begins with 

3. has began 

-5-

2. lot of electricity 

4. most electricity 

) get better. 

2. is beginning to 

4. should have begun 
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(a) 1. in-de-pend-ence 

4. rna th-e-rna t -ics 

(b) 1. in-ter-pret 

4. dern-on-stra te 

(c) 1. cir-curn-stance 

4. rned-i-cine 

(d) 1. de-ci-sion 

4. corn-rnit-rnent 

(e) 1. sur-face 

4. con-tain 

( f) 1. pho-to-graph 

4. corn-pro-rnise 

2. dis-ap-point-rnent 

5. ag-ri-cul-ture 

2. con-tin-ue 

5. ap-par-ent 

2. el-e-rnent 

5. in-no-cent 

2. del-i-cate 

5. i-de-a 

2. ca-reer 

5. pre-fer 

2. ob-sta-cle 

5. in-ter-val 

-6-

3. in-tro-duc-tion 

3. suf -fi-cient 

3. per-cent-age 

3. pro-ce-dure 

3. con-cern 

3. in-sti-tute 
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A. t::. c.;t.:c 0) t::. ~ ~=, c Ivtd::: c. ~ LJd: ~ttH:ftd: G td: V ~ c. G L b, ;fLf:tiI0 0)'"9 

L~td:*iO~rl G v~o 

I want that lovely house ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) I have to ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) it. 

l. do 

5. to 

2. get 

6. what 

3. matter 

7. whatever 

B. 7'-J)-f:tBfiF, ~iei~;!p(r:i10Jt::.iO~, 1LfE~:-:'t~1~t::.o 

4. no 

Terry met a ( a ) ( b ) last year and had ( c ) ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) death. 

l. a 

5. life 

2. accident 

6. narrow 

3. escape 

7. traffic 

C. *~-1JJ ~f&::t( f: ~ it.Q 0) 1:t0SJZ'""Cf:ttd: v~o 

4. from 

It is not fair ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) her ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) 

housework. 

l. do 

5. her 

2. to 3. all 

6. to make 7. to force 

D . .:cO):t('ti ~J!t::.~ra~, § 7tiO~~ G Lv~t::.Ati c.7tiO) J t::.o 

4. the 

( a ) ( b ) I saw the woman, I knew she was the one I ( c ) 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

l. been 

5. the 

2. for 

6. looking 

-7-

3. had 4. have 

7. moment 
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In the past, it was common for people to mention discomfort related to 

sleep or daytime dullness when consulting their doctor for pain, high blood 

pressure or depression. However, sleep problems were almost never thought 

of as an illness. This has changed. The phenomenon of sleep and the 

environment for sleep have become medicalised. Physicians have strong 

opinions about 'normal' and 'healthy' sleep and they have many pieces of advice 

on how to obtain it: at what time people should go to bed, at what time they 

have to get up, and how long they are supposed to sleep. 

it discomfort ~'\9;!; 

medica lise l2f,,¥a9:1iit~ilNiffl'9' Q 

CI:f}JIlt : Brunt, L. and Steger, B. (eds) (2008). Worlds 0/ Sleep. Frank & Timme [:.£-::5 <) 

(II J ~O)~)(O)I*J~ C-@J3&'9' Q '5 0) ~ T 0) 11-20 0)9l7J\ G 1I9-:J~U, .:c0)-m:~~ 

~2A it eto 

Some people are fortunate enough to see their dreams become reality. 

Some of them even get to share their dreams with millions of people across the 

world. Yet even then, their names and faces are often unknown. One of those 

people is Floyd Norman, age 83. Still an active, working animator, writer, and 

artist, Floyd Norman has been part of some of the most well-known films of 

the past 60 years. 

Norman grew up in Santa Barbara, California, from the 1930s to the 1950s. 

Although African Americans in most places in the United States suffered from 

the effects of racism, Norman says that he experienced none of that in his 
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childhood. "We lived in a Pacific paradise," he says in one interview. "I didn't 

know it at the time, but my experience as a child was probably a good deal 

different from many, many people. We had access to everything - good 

schools, concerts, theaters." In another interview, he added, "I think that 

shaped me as an artist." 

Like many children, he was imaginative and he expressed his creativity 

through drawing. He even got into trouble for it. "I think my gift expressed 

itself in every way possible. When I was a little child, my mother said I used 

to draw on the walls." This creativity and a great deal of practice got him his 

first opportunity when he was still a high-school student. A comic-book artist, 

Bill W oggon, hired Norman as his assistant for a comic about a fashionable 

teenage girl. Norman writes on his blog that he began with the simple, boring 

jobs of drawing the outlines of panels and filling in the backgrounds, then later 

drawing with ink over the penciled lines, until he began drawing completed 

comic pages, eventually becoming a professional comic-book artist. 

Later, Norman applied to work at Walt Disney Studios. He was not 

immediately accepted, so he started to attend art school. But at the age of 21, 

he was hired at Disney Studios to work on the film Sleeping Beauty, which was 

released in 1959. Norman says that, although he realizes today that "the 

thought never occurred to a lot of young black talent to apply for a job in the 

film industry," his childhood in Santa Barbara never caused him to doubt that 

he could become a Disney animator. He was the first African-American artist 

to work for Disney. 

Except for a short time as an American soldier in Korea, he was at Disney 

Studios for ten years, contributing to films such as One Hundred and One 

Dalmatians and The Sword in the Stone. His skill and determination brought 

him to the notice of Walt Disney himself, who gave Norman an important 

position in the last movie of Disney's life, The Jungle Book. 

After Walt Disney died in 1966, Norman left Disney Studios and started 
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his own company. He worked on many films for his own and others' 

companies, and returned to Disney several times to work on films such as 

Robin Hood and Mulan. He also worked for Pixar Studios, adding Toy Story 2 

and Monsters, Inc. to his long list of accomplishments. Disney Studios 

encouraged him to retire at age 65, but he just kept going to work with his wife 

(who is also a Disney employee) until the studio finally let him have a desk 

again. 

Almost 20 years later, he is still making his dreams come true, for himself 

and for many others. "When I was a little kid in Santa Barbara," he says, 

"sitting on the floor in my grandmother's house, dreaming of maybe one day 

working for Walt Disney, and to have that dream come true - I think that's 

pretty remarkable." 

i± animator 7 = j. mU1'p1!f 

racism }JI~531J 

11. Despite his age and lack of fame, Floyd Norman continues to help make 

movies. 

12. Although Norman was African-American, he did not encounter racism in 

his childhood years. 

13. Norman believes that his childhood in Santa Barbara was so peaceful 

and easy that he could not become a good artist there. 

14. Norman did not show much interest in art until his high-school years. 

15. Norman started his own comic book about a fashionable teenager, which 

caught the attention of Walt Disney himself. 

16. The first time he applied to work at Disney Studios, Norman was turned 

down. 

17. Norman worked for Disney Studios for ten years, but then he had to go 

fight in a war. 
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18. Walt Disney's final movie was The Jungle Book, which Norman played a 

major role in making. 

19. Norman refused to work for Disney Studios again after Walt Disney 

died. 

20. Norman went to work for Pixar Studios after Disney Studios forced him 

to retire, and he still works for Pixar today. 
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(a) The staff asked me ( 

application form. 

) under my name on the bottom of the 

1. to sign 

3. for my signature 

2. to put my signature 

4. please sign 

(b) I was really looking forward to booking a ticket to Canada and when I did, 

it ( ). 

1. surprised me how easy 

3. was easy to do 

2. was surprisingly easy 

4. was easy 

(c) It is better to arrive at the station well ahead of time so that you ( ) 

the 1:30 p.m. train. 

1. don't miss 2. could get on 

3. can board 4. will be able to get 

(d) If you'd like to see that exhibition, ( ) the gallery is closed on 

Sundays and public holidays. 

1. note that 2. be aware that 

3. take care 4. check if 

(e) I don't have time to see friends on Sunday because I ( ) . 

1. work part-time 2. do part-time work 

3. have a part-time job 4. have a part-time work 
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(f) Although she didn't win a medal, the runner said ( 

done her best. 

1. it was satisfied 

3. it was satisfying 

2. she was relieved 

4. it was a relief 

(g) People who can cook well know that it first involves ( 

in the correct sequence. 

) that she had 

) ingredients 

1. measuring and mixing 

3. the right measure and mix of 

2. the measurement and mixing of 

4. the measure and mix 

(h) Last week at the train station, someone ( 

shrine. 

) directions to the nearby 

1. asked me for 2. gave me 3. told me the 4. said to me 
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(a) aloud 

l. shoulder 2. abroad 3. pr~d 4. law 5. t~gh 

(b) horizon 

l. secret 2. unique 3. b~sy 4. heaven 5. h~ght -

(c) touch 

l. food 2. s~p 3. youth 4. luck 5. group -

(d) foot 

l. wolf 2. mood 3. fruit 4. appr£ve 5. rule -

(e) architect 

l. coach 2. awkward 3. approach 4. ques!ion 5. ratio -

(f) conscience 

l. plea~ure 2. occasion 3. passion 4. blossom 5. purpo~e -
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A. "9 ~ -C 0):: cib~iE G v~:1J~~:jfglv -c:v~o9 c f3ibi~ Xo9 0) 'b~J1IHit~ v~o 

You ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) for thinking that everything ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) the right direction. 

1. at 2. be 3. could 4. forgiven 

5. in 6. is 7. moving 

B. ~O)mGv~T-7}lt:a:fff< c. A.I'\.-A:a:-9v~ ... S~IvIf~o9ti030 

The new table ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) a ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. take 2. of 3. will 4. placed 

5. lot 6. up 7. room 

c. ~O) E j. - }ltO)sib)~j-c:. fMiffi ~ I!;~:'fI[~I5:a:ib) ~t-9~:"9lvtio 

Your ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) Mr. 

Tanaka. 

1. calling 

5. prevented 

2. email 

6. saved 

3. me 

7. trouble 

D. f40)bt.AJi~;Hf@:ffit. 1iINi1O)*~~:Jm -:J -Cv~o9o 

4. of 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) my friends ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) 

Fukuoka. 

1. all 

5. in 

2. most 

6. almost 

-8-

3. attend 

7. of 

4. colleges 
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In the last two decades of the nineteenth century, an increasing stream of 

immigrants from Japan went to the western United States. Many Americans 

were concerned over economic competition with these immigrants. Concern 

over competition was caused by the belief that Japanese workers were willing 

to work for less and thus were a direct threat to the native-born workers. 

it immigrant (s) f$ ~ 

[tI:lJllt : Kaibara, H. (2016). Far from Child's Play: Doll Diplomacy Following the u.s. 
Immigration Act of 1924. Rikkyo American Studies. No. 38 ,:£-:5 <] 
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~2A:tt eto 

You've almost certainly seen Tetris, the falling blocks puzzle game, even if 

you've never played it. It's estimated to be one of the most widely played video 

games of all time, with nearly half a billion players to date. 

Despite Tetris having been around since 1984, it wasn't until recently that 

researchers realized that the game can do more than entertain you. It can 

help you recover more quickly from traumatic events. 

Post-traumatic stress disorder, or PfSD, is a psychological condition that 

can develop after an individual witnesses or experiences a terrible or tragic 

event. The typical symptom of PfSD is repeated flashbacks. Unwanted, 

annoying memories continue to come back to individuals for months or even 

years after a traumatic event, interrupting sleep and causing severe emotional 

depression. Typically, these flashbacks have a strong visual component. 
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Someone repeatedly "sees" a traumatic event in their mind's eye, as clearly as 

if it were really happening all over again. Psychologists consider these 

flashbacks to be the single most stressful and difficult-to-treat symptom of 

PTSD. 

But what if, instead of trying to treat flashbacks as an unavoidable 

symptom of trauma, you could prevent them in the first place? Scientists have 

shown that memories change and take shape for up to six hours after a 

traumatic experience. That has led some researchers to wonder: Is there 

anything you can do in the first six hours after trauma to keep your brain from 

forming the kinds of visual memories that lead to flashbacks? 

Yes, there is. You can play Tetris. 

In 2009 and 2010 a team of researchers at Oxford University completed 

two studies showing that playing Tetris within six hours of viewing traumatic 

images helped reduce flashbacks of the traumatic events. It worked so well, in 

fact, that the Oxford researchers proposed that a single ten-minute session of 

Tetris could effectively serve to prevent PTSD. Play the game as soon as 

possible after a traumatic event, and you may significantly reduce the 

possibility that you will experience severe post-traumatic stress. 

So how do ten minutes of game play prevent flashbacks and PTSD 

symptoms? The Oxford researchers explain that Tetris occupies the visual 

processing of the brain with something other than what usually occupies your 

mind after a trauma, remembering and replaying the trauma over and over 

again. To interfere with such visual memories of the trauma, you have to turn 

your attention to something that demands a huge amount of visual attention. 

The Oxford researchers, however, found that not every video game can 

work successfully to prevent flashbacks. It must be a game that requires a 

massive amount of constant, visual processing - ideally, a pattern-matching 

game like Tetris or Candy Crush Saga, in which your goal is to move and 

connect game pieces according to a visual pattern. These kinds of games are 
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visually engaging. But if you play a less visual game, like Scrabble or a trivia 

quiz, this technique doesn't work. Your brain will have too many visual

processing resources still available to replay traumatic images. 

Let's put this Tetris research into a bigger perspective. The power to 

prevent flashbacks can potentially help anyone, even someone not directly 

involved with a traumatic event. We often see traumatic images of violence or 

accidents in the media. Children can be especially disturbed by these images. 

But a quick session of visually absorbing game play can help them avoid 

frightening dreams and memories. This indicates how widely we can apply the 

result of the Tetris research. 

71 traumatic {,'a9jj.{~~-9-;t{)J:'5tJ: 

trivia quiz H~a99;o~~~971';( 

[tI:l~ : McGonigal, ]. (2015). Super Better: A Revolutionary Approach to Getting Stronger, 

Happier, Braver and More Resilient. Harper Thorsons ,:::£-::5 <] 
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11. In the 1980s, some scholars noticed that playing Tetris has good effects on 

our mental health. 

12. Flashbacks are the symptom of PTSD which is the most difficult to treat. 

13. Scientists found that memories start to form about 10 hours after a 

traumatic experience. 

14. Oxford University has been studying the psychological effects of playing 

Tetris since 2010. 

15. According to researchers at Oxford University, it is most effective to play 

Tetris just after a traumatic event. 

16. The Oxford researchers explain that the visual attention which video 

games require can interrupt the development of visual memories of 

traumatic events. 

17. Oxford University is now planning to make a special video game for those 

who are suffering from PTSD symptoms. 

18. Not all video games are useful for reducing flashbacks. 

19. Playing Tetris is the most effective at reducing flashbacks because it is a 

video game that requires logical thinking as well as visual processing. 

20. The result of the Tetris research which was conducted at Oxford 

University can be applied to anyone except a child. 
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(a) How much does ( 

1. it is to 

3. it costing 

) rent a bicycle for a day in Kyoto? 

2. it cost to 

4. it cost you 

(b) ( ) the stores were open, but most were closed. 

1. All of 2. None of 

3. A few of 4. A little of 

(c) This person is ( ) solving a problem at work immediately. 

1. responded of 2. responds from 

3. responsibility at 4. responsible for 

(d) My teacher ( ) everyone do this task by four o'clock tomorrow 

afternoon. 

1. demanded that 

3. demanding to 

2. demand for 

4. has demanding if 

(e) What were you doing here, if you don't mind ( ) ? 

1. to me ask 

3. ask me 

2. my asking 

4. me to asking 

(f) ( ) of rain, you should take an umbrella with you. 

1. In place 2. Instead 

3. In front 4. In case 
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(g) My personal computer suddenly ( ), and I didn't know what to do. 

1. broke down 2. took out 

3. put out 4. made up 

(h) Kate has three brothers. all of ( ) are over thirty years old. 

1. which 2. they 

3. whom 4. their 
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(a) 1. air-port 

4. oc-cur 

(b) 1. de-stroy 

4. ab-sorb 

(c) l. a-ban-don 

4. de-ter-mine 

(d) 1. en-ter-tain 

4. in-ter-fere 

(e) 1. o-ri-ent 

4. in-ter-view 

(f) l. com-pre-hen-sive 

4. par-tic-i-pate 

2. splen-did 

5. por-trait 

2. per-suade 

5. per-cent 

2. cal-en-dar 

5. i-ni-tial 

2. cor-re-spond 

5. choc-o-late 

2. em-pha-size 

5. pen-al-ty 

2. a-bil-i-ty 

5. ma-te-ri-al 

-7-

3. con-text 

3. con-vey 

3. con-sist-ent 

3. con-tra-dict 

3. hur-ri-cane 

3. a-pol-o-gize 
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~a 

A. ~O)$~~ftJlv~~~f;t~~M&)lS < J: -j. ~'t Iv c1itn'l&)tJ ~ V~a 

You ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the windows of the room are closed when 

it ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. in 2. is 

5. sure 6. used 

B. + 8.l2A1*J f::t- -V >t}v9tHi. 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( 

1. ten days 2. charge 

5. no 6. within 

3. make 

7. must 

;:t J t::. < ~!H~ ~ t1;:tit Iva 

d ) if you cancel ( e 

3. free of 

7. will be 

4. use 

) ( f ) . 

4. made 

c. ~~. ~~t1k~cO)~<~. 9~~~t1Gt1lL;:t-j~6-ja 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) talked about this morning will soon 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. be 

5. that 

2. been 

6. much 

3. forgotten 

7. things 

D. rpOOMtO)f'i?J v~~B57Jn\~O)lfllO)J;tJj;1!ft: f;t)j(&) G t1~a 

4. has 

A ( a ) ( b ) level of Chinese ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) for the position. 

1. applicants 

5. of 

2. need 

6. required 

-8-

3. good 4. is 

7. speaking 
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In wartime, various people write diaries - female and male, common 

citizens and soldiers, rich and poor. For example, people during the American 

Civil War told stories of their families under emotional and economic stress, of 

their lives as soldiers trying to survive illness, and so on. However, few gave 

thought to printing and selling their private thoughts. As a result, to our 

regret, hundreds of diaries that survived the war have remained unread by the 

public to this day. 

Ctf:lJ1lt : Schultz, ]. E. (2016). Writing Lives: Civil War Diary. Hutchison, C. (ed) A History of 

American Civil War Literature. Cambridge University Press 1::£:5 < J 

cnJ ;jzO)~)(O)~PJT( A )-( F )~i!I!06~O)t=fi~JMitJJt~~0)~ro)l-9 

O)9='iJ\ G~lf . .:c0)*i5-~~2A it J:o 

When I was a boy in the 1960s, I loved a series of books about Freddy the 

Pig. The author, Walter R. Brooks, wrote twenty-six books with titles like 

Freddy the Detective (1932), Freddy and the Perilous Adventure (1942), and 

Freddy the Pilot (1952). Brooks died in 1958, but Freddy lives on. All the 

books are still in print, and an organization called the Friends of Freddy 

maintains a website and hosts conferences for fans and scholars of the pig. By 

now I have lost almost all my boyhood possessions, ( A ). And recently I 

began re-reading them to remember my childhood and to discover whether I 

could still enjoy them today. 

One obvious appeal of the series is that Freddy and his fellow animals 

speak human language. Talking animal stories have always been popular, from 

Aesop's Fables to Disney's Zootopia (2016). Of course, ( B ). Unlike 
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Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit (1902), for example, in the Freddy books animals 

talk with humans as well as with other animals. And unlike the main character 

of A. A. Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh (1926), a toy bear living in a fantasy forest of 

play, Freddy is a live pig living in the real world of farms, towns, and work. 

Freddy is a likeable and complex character. He is a pig of action who, 

depending on the situation, can become anything from a magician to a cowboy. 

He also spends a lot of time daydreaming and writing poetry, for "Like most 

pigs, he is extremely artistic." Due to confidence or carelessness, Freddy 

makes many mistakes, like the time he rides a bicycle down a steep hill 

without knowing how to use the brakes, but he has a warm heart and usually 

C ), like the time he proves that the cat Jinx did not murder a bird. 

Freddy lives on the New York farm of Mr. and Mrs. Bean. Among his 

friends are the playful Jinx, the simple horse Hank, the foolish rooster Charles, 

the ladylike duck sisters Emma and Alice, and four helpful mouse cousins. 

Although the animals often criticize one another, in the end they always 

support each other. Together they make a family, with Mr. and Mrs. Bean as 

the "parents," for the animals' real fathers and mothers are absent, and the 

Beans care for their animals even while leaving them free to have adventures. 

( D ) I was a boy, because my own family had broken apart with my 

parents' divorce. 

Perhaps the best feature of the Freddy books is their respect for animals. 

The trust and affection between Freddy and Mr. Bean is moving, Freddy 

frequently prevents people from abusing animals, and Brooks writes things 

like, "Spiders have very little voices, and even animals, who hear better than 

people, have to be very close to them to understand what they say." The 

Freddy books make you ( E ) . 

Interestingly, although I don't remember finding the books funny as a boy, 

often find myself laughing as I re-read them now. For children Freddy's 

books are mostly exciting adventures, while for adults they are mostly amusing 
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comedies. Brooks writes comedic scenes, like the time Freddy disguises 

himself as an old woman and deceives a human detective. He writes funny 

plots, like the one in which a robin with poor vision earns money for eyeglasses 

by pretending to be an imaginary bird called a popinjay. He writes clever 

comments like, "Mrs. Wiggins had a sense of humor. That means that she 

always laughed at the wrong time." Brooks even makes fun of American 

culture, as when the animals hold a presidential election with rival political 

parties, lying candidates, and cheating vote counters. Appealing ( F ), the 

Freddy books are American classics. 

a: rooster Mt~ 

deceive t2 ;t"9 

robin :1 '7 P 1) 

1. care about other living things 

2. manages to help someone in trouble 

3. care about people more than animals 

4. all such stories use animals in the same way 

5. but I have always kept several Freddy books 

6. this family deeply appealed to me when 

7. in the same way to both children and adults 

8. differently to readers of different ages and eras 

9. not all such stories are the same 
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(a) When Eri came back to Japan, she wished she ( 

sightseeing in Europe. 

1. could have spent 

3. has enjoyed 

2. had had 

4. had spent 

) more time 

(b) As soon as Takeshi realised he had forgotten his wallet, he ( ) to 

the restaurant to look for it. 

1. immediately went back 2. went right back 

3. returned right away 4. immediately came back soon 

(c) Some television variety shows interest me ( ) others don't. 

1. but 2. and some 3. but some 4. but any 

(d) You ( ) someone by their family name if you don't know their first 

name. 

1. could call 2. can say to 3. can address 4. may refer to 

(e) The official report concluded that a series of mechanical failures ) 

the accident. 

1. were a cause of 

3. had caused 

2. were caused 

4. caused 

(f) Following nearly a decade of research, scientists developed a new drug 

) infection. 

1. treatment 2. to treat 

3. for the treatment of 4. for treating 
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(g) The famous Japanese movie Spirited Away ( ) in 2001. 

1. was released 

3. has been released 

(h) He thought that ( 

experienced. 

1. there must be 

3. it would be 

2. was a new release 

4. was newly released 

) a better way to solve the problem he 

-5-

2. there should have 

4. he could find 
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(a) counsel 

1. double 2. r~gh 3. through 4. trousers 

(b) rhrthm 

1. mineral 2. slight 3. strle 4. guide 

(c) truth 

1. construction 2. trunk 3. crew 4. summit -

(d) screen 

1. scent 2. descend 3. scenery 4. describe 

(e) increase -
1. dispo~e 2. refusal 3. pri~oner 4. cease 

( f) wear 

1. refer 2. furniture 3. ~nings 4. rare 
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( a ) ( b ) ( c ) at college. ( d ) ( e ) ( f 

studied English literature. I travelled to the UK. 

1. during 

5. four 

2. 

6. after 

3. which 

7. years 

B. ij~*Jicij.~ GtJ~\ G. 1Bt!'(f:t1Bto) § '5 :: C ~IYlV)LV)t::.o 

4. when 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ). ( e ) ( f ) to him. 

1. folded 

5. with 

2. folding 

6. arms 

3. she 4. her 

7. listened 

c . .:cO)~@~cL~illm~~~O)-c. *~O).~~mO~~-CG*~~o 

( a ) ( b ) was the movie that ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. very 

5. so 

2. the audience 3. boring 

6. fell 7. half 

D. ~7t~~tf:f0I11f=~~*90 

4. asleep 

A ( a ) ( b ) walk ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. arnve 

5. brings 

2. to 

6. you 

-7-

3. the park 

7. few 

4. minutes' 
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